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HOTEL RESERVATION AND BILLING SYSTEM A Project Proposal Presented to The Faculty of STI COLLEGE
BOHOL In Partial Fulfillment Of the Requirements.

Develop Initial PrototypeThe initial prototype was already developed, it is a website that can be viewed at
www. These in turn provide hotel information directly to the hundreds of thousands of travel agents that align
themselves with one of these systems. Project Rationale Computer today is a vital tool for the management of
information within the organization. Online system has evolved to be a cornerstone in support of computer
software users of all kinds. We have divided the cycle into seven phases. Individual hotels and small hotel
chains often cannot afford the expense of these direct connections and turn to other companies to provide the
connections. The system was designed to cover the main functionalities of reservations and billing processes.
The researchers have done their best to make the program better. The peak of technology is beyond reach.
While the pressure to sell their inventory rooms online will be continuing, the industry has developed its new
online strategy striving to get a better grip on this emerging marketing channel. They would have an idea on
what problem should they focus on. In this hotel has 8 different room types, 2 food and beverage and cold beer
and wine locations use squirrel for a POS system. Some companies become fully automated while others
strive for the similar setting. Online Hotel Reservation Software OHRS is an easy to use arrangement that
enables agents and guests to reserve rooms directly via the internet once they have confirmed availability of
rooms in accordance with the itinerary. A quick search on the Internet reveals any number of vendors and
systems that are available. It is assured that misinformation will be avoided during transaction. Sarayba
Enterprises with its 25 years in the industry, boasts flourishing restaurant business with the continued growth
of the Josephine chain of restaurant aside from its various realty projects. Payment of bills will also be more
accurate and can easily be updated. Lucia Realty from North to South, Sta. Background of the Study As of the
moment, many trends come out in the business world to make human tasks more fast and easy. Hotel Room
Reservation and Billing System The reliability and assurance of the functionality of the proposed program, it
was already tested and checked by the adviser and carefully judged by the panel of judges. Some training is
done by vendors, but oversight of training is the responsibility of the system analyst. The study aims to
develop a computerized operation at Cliffside Resort to improve efficiency of its daily business transactions
thus, enhancing the quality of service for its guests. You may also be interested in the following: women's
reservation bill essay How to cite this page Choose cite format:. The analyst designs accurate data entry
procedures so that data going into the information system are correct. Therefore, the proponents aim to find
out how to increase the number of customer using computerize online reservation and with billing system and
automated SMS. Get Essay It lessens the time being used in manually recording the reservations made by
many customers and the tendency of making errors and mixing up the wrong reservation of different
customers. Now the industry is in the unenviable position of trying to take back the reins after early shopping
patterns have been established. Companies thus have to either rely on specially negotiated rates with the hotels
and hotel chains or trust in the influence of search engine rankings to draw in customers. Essay Topic:
Reservation 1. While in actuality, there is unoccupied room in the lodge. The people involved in this phase are
the analyst and users, typically operations managers and operations workers. It is an original, full-scale, and
usually working model of a new product or new version of an existing product. It provides users a unique,
intuitive and easy to use interface that improves the way people use the web today.


